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Background: Genetic aberrations affecting the c-ros oncogene 1 (ROS1) tyrosine kinase gene have been reported in a
small subset of patients with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). We evaluated whether ROS1-chromosomal rearrangements could be detected in circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and examined tumor heterogeneity of CTCs and tumor biopsies
in ROS1-rearranged NSCLC patients.
Patients and methods: Using isolation by size of epithelial tumor cells (ISET) ﬁltration and ﬁlter-adapted-ﬂuorescence in
situ hybridization (FA-FISH), ROS1 rearrangement was examined in CTCs from four ROS1-rearranged patients treated with the
ROS1-inhibitor, crizotinib, and four ROS1-negative patients. ROS1-gene alterations observed in CTCs at baseline from ROS1rearranged patients were compared with those present in tumor biopsies and in CTCs during crizotinib treatment. Numerical
chromosomal instability (CIN) of CTCs was assessed by DNA content quantiﬁcation and chromosome enumeration.
Results: ROS1 rearrangement was detected in the CTCs of all four patients with ROS1 rearrangement previously conﬁrmed by tumor biopsy. In ROS1-rearranged patients, median number of ROS1-rearranged CTCs at baseline was 34.5
per 3 ml blood (range, 24–55). In ROS1-negative patients, median background hybridization of ROS1-rearranged CTCs
was 7.5 per 3 ml blood (range, 7–11). Tumor heterogeneity, assessed by ROS1 copy number, was signiﬁcantly higher in
baseline CTCs compared with paired tumor biopsies in the three patients experiencing PR or SD (P < 0.0001). Copy
number in ROS1-rearranged CTCs increased signiﬁcantly in two patients who progressed during crizotinib treatment
(P < 0.02). CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients had a high DNA content and gain of chromosomes, indicating high
levels of aneuploidy and numerical CIN.
Conclusion: We provide the ﬁrst proof-of-concept that CTCs can be used for noninvasive and sensitive detection of
ROS1 rearrangement in NSCLC patients. CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients show considerable heterogeneity of
ROS1-gene abnormalities and elevated numerical CIN, a potential mechanism to escape ROS1-inhibitor therapy in
ROS1-rearranged NSCLC tumors.
Key words: ROS1-rearranged non-small-cell lung cancer, circulating tumor cells, ﬁltration enrichment, FA-FISH, predictive
biomarker
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Lung cancer is the leading global cause of cancer death, with
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients accounting for
∼80% of its cases. A new paradigm for NSCLC treatment
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recently emerged with the discovery of molecularly deﬁned
subsets of patients who can be treated effectively by therapies
targeted to a speciﬁc driver gene [1, 2]. Small-molecule tyrosine
kinase inhibitors (TKI) tailored for oncogenic ‘driver’ alterations
have shown unprecedented success in molecularly selected
NSCLC patients harboring epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) mutations (EGFR TKI: geﬁtinib, erlotinib, and afatinib),
or anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) fusion gene (ALK TKI:
crizotinib, alectinib, ceritinib) [3, 4].
C-ros oncogene 1 (ROS1) fusion genes have recently been identiﬁed in ∼1% of NSCLC [5, 6]. Rearrangement leads to fusion of the
ROS1 gene on chromosome 6 with a number of different genetic
partners, a process that can drive cellular transformation and constitutive ROS1 kinase activity [7]. ROS1-rearranged NSCLCs have
been associated with adenocarcinoma histology, never smokers,
and younger patient age at diagnosis—clinical features that are also
associated with EGFR/ALK genetic modiﬁcations [5]. It has also
been reported that patients with ROS1-rearranged NSCLC can
beneﬁt from crizotinib therapy; clinical trials are ongoing in this
population to evaluate this further [6, 8].
Patient genotyping and eligibility for targeted treatment is
currently identiﬁed using tumor biopsy, a process that can be
limited by small sample size and technical difﬁculties with
biopsy. A single biopsy sample may also not reﬂect the genetic
diversity of a patient’s tumor [9]. Recent pioneering studies have
shown differences in tumor mutational proﬁles within distinct
regions of the primary tumor and respective metastases, demonstrating intratumor heterogeneity in both space and time [9].
The development of efﬁcient, noninvasive methods to identify
molecular alterations and biomarkers of tumor heterogeneity
will be a key future challenge which circulating tumor cells
(CTCs) have the potential to exploit.
CTCs migrate from primary tumor or metastatic sites and are
an easily accessible, noninvasive source of tumor material [10–
12]. Molecular characterization of CTCs can shed light on tumor
heterogeneity, genomic diversity of metastatic disease, and underlying oncogenic alterations, thereby serving as a predictive biomarker of drug sensitivity [13]. Using the CellSearch platform, a
method based on detecting EpCAM-positive epithelial cells, CTC
levels were shown to have prognostic signiﬁcance in several metastatic tumors, including NSCLC [14–16]. A few studies have
demonstrated the feasibility of CTC assays for predictive biomarker detection and, previously, we and another group reported
the detection of ALK rearrangement in CTCs enriched by ﬁltration in ALK-positive NSCLC patients [17, 18]. Currently, the
genomic heterogeneity of CTCs remains poorly characterized.
Numerical chromosomal instability (CIN) is a type of genomic
instability which is deﬁned by a high rate of gain/loss of whole
chromosomes, or fractions of chromosomes. It causes widely heterogeneous chromosomal aberrations as well as aneuploidy and
intratumor heterogeneity [19]. It is also known to be associated
with poor patient outcome and drug resistance in multiple cancer
types, but has never been explored in CTCs [19–22].
Here, we offer a proof-of-concept that ROS1 rearrangement
can be detected in CTCs from ROS1-rearranged NSCLC patients
using ﬁlter-adapted-ﬂuorescent in-situ hybridization (FA-FISH),
a FISH assay optimized for CTC analysis on ﬁlters [18]. We
further characterize the heterogeneity of these CTCs through
assessment of their CIN.
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methods
patients
ROS1-rearranged and ROS1-negative patients were recruited at GustaveRoussy, Paris. All ROS1-rearranged patients were offered crizotinib treatment
‘off label’. Informed written consent for blood sample collection was
obtained from patients (IDRCB2008-A00585-50). The study was approved
by local institutional board and ethics committees.

FISH on tumor tissue
FISH for tumor biopsy was carried out as described in the supplementary
Methods, available at Annals of Oncology online. The ROS1 Break Apart kit
consists of two probes adjacent to the 30 (green) and 50 (red) ends of ROS1.
In cells with native ROS1 status, overlapping of probes results in a fused (30 /
50 , yellow) signal. The two characteristic ROS1-rearrangement split patterns
are the split of the 30 and 50 probes (a distance >2 signal diameters is considered as a split), or an isolated, single or ampliﬁed, 30 signal. Signals were
enumerated in at least 50 tumor nuclei and FISH-positive cases were deﬁned
as those with >15% of split or isolated signals [5, 6].

CTC detection by CellSearch and enrichment
by ISET ﬁltration
Enumeration of CTCs using the CellSearch system (Johnson and Johnson,
Raritan, NJ) was done according to the manufacturer’s protocol [14, 15].
CTC enrichment by isolation by size of epithelial tumor cells (ISET)
(Rarecells, Paris, France) was carried out as previously reported [15].

immunoﬂuorescent staining and FA-FISH
of ﬁltration-enriched CTCs
Immunoﬂuorescent staining and FA-FISH on ﬁlters was used as previously
reported [18] and described in the supplementary Methods, available at
Annals of Oncology online. FA-FISH was carried out with the Vysis 6q22
ROS1 Break Apart FISH probe RUO Kit (Abbott Molecular, Inc., Des
Plaines, IL) as shown in the supplementary Figure S1, available at Annals of
Oncology online.

immunoﬂuorescent staining and DNA quantiﬁcation
of ﬁltration-enriched CTCs using Hoechst 33342
staining
Enumeration of CTCs present on ﬁlters was done by combining immunoﬂuorescence staining and cytomorphological examination as previously
reported [18] and described in the supplementary Methods, available at
Annals of Oncology online. DNA quantiﬁcation is described in the supplementary Methods and Figure S2, available at Annals of Oncology online.

multi-FA-FISH of ﬁltration-enriched CTCs
The method and CIN degree grade determination are detailed in the supplementary Methods, available at Annals of Oncology online. Multi-FA-FISH
was carried out with the AneuVysion Multicolor DNA Probe Kit (Abbott
Molecular, Inc.).

cell lines
Cell lines and culture methods are described in the supplementary Methods,
available at Annals of Oncology online.

statistical methods
Statistical methods are described in the supplementary Methods, available at
Annals of Oncology online.
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Figure 1. (A) Treatment lines and quantiﬁcation of ROS1-rearranged CTCs in the four ROS1-rearranged patients. Blue dotted lines indicate the median value
of ROS1-rearranged CTCs detected in 3 ml blood in control ROS1-negative patients. Red dashed lines indicate the median value of ROS1-rearranged CTCs
detected in 3 ml blood in ROS1-rearranged patients. Asterisks show the day of ROS1-rearrangement diagnosis in tumor biopsy. Arrows indicate treatment is
ongoing. The black line indicates that the patient died. (B) ROS1-rearranged cells in tumor and in CTCs of ROS1-rearranged and ROS1-negative patients. BOR,
best overall response; F, female; M, male; MT, metastasis; NA, non-available; P, ROS1-rearranged patients; PD, progressive disease; PFS, progression-free survival; PN, ROS1-negative patient; PR, partial response; PT, primary tumor; SD, stable disease. aTumor biopsy obtained from primary tumor or metastasis.
b
P1 received discontinuous crizotinib treatment; at the time of the study, patient had discontinued crizotinib for 2 weeks.
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Figure 2. Detection of ROS1-gene alterations in CTCs and tumor specimens from ROS1-rearranged patients. (A) Examples of ROS1-rearranged tumor cells in
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copies in baseline CTCs and tumor biopsies.
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Figure 3. Numbers of ROS1-gene copies in ROS1-rearranged CTCs and
CTCs harboring only gain at baseline and under crizotinib treatment in
ROS1-rearranged patients. (A) Numbers of ROS1-gene copies in ROS1-rearranged CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients. (B) Numbers of ROS1-gene
copies in CTCs harboring only gain from ROS1-rearranged patients.

results
Four patients (P1-P4) with ROS1-rearranged NSCLC treated by
crizotinib were recruited to the study. Two patients (P2, P4) displayed a partial response (PR) to crizotinib for 6.8 and 7.1
months, respectively (Figure 1). One patient (P1) had stable
disease (SD) for 3 months, and one patient (P3) had disease
progression (PD). Previous number of treatment lines ranged
from 1 to 5, with PRs observed in the two patients who had
received the smallest number of previous treatment lines
(Figure 1A).
Percentage of ROS1-rearranged cells in metastatic biopsies
ranged from 20% to 82% (Figure 1B). Using CellSearch, CTC
values at baseline were 0, 2, and 2 CTCs per 7.5 ml blood in
patients P2, P3, and P4, respectively (not carried out in P1)
(Figure 1B). While receiving crizotinib, patients P1, P2, and P4
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had no CTCs detected by CellSearch; CTCs increased to 6 per
7.5 ml blood in P3 who did not respond to crizotinib.
ROS1 rearrangement was next examined in CTCs using ISET
ﬁltration and combined immunoﬂuorescent staining and FAFISH, as previously reported [18]. Median number of ROS1rearranged CTCs at baseline was 34.5 per 3 ml blood (range,
24–55) in ROS1-rearranged patients. In P2 and P4, who
responded to crizotinib, ROS1-rearranged CTCs dropped from
55 at baseline to 32 per 3 ml at day 40 in P2, and from 41 at
baseline to 22 per 3 ml at day 80 in P4. In P1, who had initially
SD, ROS1-rearranged CTCs increased from 24 to 39 per 3 ml
blood 2 weeks after crizotinib discontinuation, a change consistent with the patient’s radiological PD by computed tomography
(CT) (Figure 1). In P3, who did not respond to treatment, the
level of ROS1-rearranged CTCs was stable: 28/3 ml blood at
baseline, and 29/3 ml blood at crizotinib interruption. The
median number of ROS1-rearranged CTCs was 7.5 per 3 ml
blood (range, 7–11) in ROS1-negative patients (representing
background hybridization of ROS1 probes in FA-FISH experiments). Overall, these data showed that ROS1 rearrangement
could be speciﬁcally detected in CTCs from ROS1-rearranged
NSCLC patients undergoing crizotinib treatment. Variations in
ROS1-rearranged CTC levels were consistent with clinical evolution in three of four patients.
Next, patterns of ROS1 rearrangement were examined within
paired biopsy specimens and CTCs of ROS1-rearranged patients
(supplementary Table S1, available at Annals of Oncology online).
As previously reported, two split patterns were detected in tumor
biopsies consisting in either the split of green and red signals or
isolated green signals [5, 6]. In contrast to tumor biopsies, both
types of split pattern were identiﬁed in ROS1-rearranged CTCs,
with gain of native ROS1 copies far more prevalent (Figure 2A,
supplementary Table S1, available at Annals of Oncology online).
This included an important subset of CTCs exclusively harboring
a gain of native ROS1 copies (supplementary Table S1, available
at Annals of Oncology online). In CTCs with both types of ROS1
split pattern, tumor heterogeneity, as assessed by ROS1 copy
number, was signiﬁcantly higher in CTCs compared with paired
tumor biopsy in the three patients who experienced PR (P2, P4)
or SD (P1) (P < 0.0001) (Figure 2B).
We next evaluated the effect of crizotinib on ROS1-gene copy
number. The number of ROS1-gene copies present in ROS1rearranged cells increased signiﬁcantly during treatment in the
two patients (P1, P3) who had tumor progression (P < 0.05)
(Figure 3A). No change was observed in the number of ROS1gene copies present in cells harboring only gains (Figure 3B).
Taken together, these results suggested that spatial heterogeneity
at treatment baseline (assessed by ROS1 copy number between
primary tumor and CTCs pretreatment) did not impede response, but subsequent temporal heterogeneity of ROS1 copy
number (assessed in CTCs before and during treatment)
emerged in parallel with tumor progression.
As ROS1 FISH patterns within CTCs were strongly suggestive
of the presence of highly aneuploid cells, we sought to characterize
CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients by means of two tests
(DNA quantiﬁcation by Hoechst 33342 measurement, multiFISH assay) used to assess aneuploidy and numerical CIN status.
CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients were identiﬁed on ﬁlters as
previously reported [18], and their DNA content determined
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relative to WBCs (Figure 4A, supplementary Table S2 and
Figure S2, available at Annals of Oncology online).
Immunoﬂuorescence of CTCs revealed distinct epithelial and
mesenchymal marker expression patterns, as well as high DNA
content (Figure 4A). Numerical CIN status in CTCs from ROS1-
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rearranged patients was further characterized using the
AneuVysion multi-FISH assay, which is used in prenatal diagnosis
to enumerate chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X, and Y. Examples of
chromosome 13, 18, 21, X and Y enumerations in CTCs are
shown (Figure 4B). Patients P1, P2, and P4 had similar CTC
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proﬁles characterized by various stages of ploidy and the presence
of highly aneuploid cells, while patient P3 had less CTCs bearing
high ploidy (Figure 4C). Mean ploidy of CTCs in patients P1, P2,
and P4 was approximately seven, while it was of 4.5 in patient P3
(supplementary Table S3, available at Annals of Oncology online).
The four patients had the maximal numerical CIN score of 3.

discussion
Using an approach, we previously described for ALK-rearrangement detection [18], here we report for the ﬁrst time that ROS1
rearrangement can be detected in CTCs of patients with ROS1rearranged NSCLC. The median number of ROS1-rearranged
CTC levels was 34.5 per 3 ml blood at baseline in ROS1-rearranged patients. The level of nonspeciﬁc hybridization of ROS1
probes (median of 7.5 ROS1-rearranged CTCs per 3 ml blood)
in ROS1-negative patients was higher than that which we previously observed for ALK probes (median 1 ALK-rearranged CTC
per 1 ml blood in ALK-negative patients) [18]. As ROS1-rearranged patients are rare, these results can only involve small
numbers of patients: they will now require further validation in
larger cohorts of ROS1-rearranged and negative patients to establish clear numerical thresholds for their prognostic and/or
predictive potential.
Molecular analysis of CTCs can be easily repeated at different
time-points during treatment to guide therapeutic decisions in a
patient’s treatment course. We show that qualitative and quantitative analysis of CTCs bearing ROS1 abnormalities is possible in
ROS1-rearranged patients undergoing ROS1-inhibitor therapy. In
two patients, a reduction in ROS1-rearranged CTCs was consistent with radiological efﬁcacy of crizotinib treatment, suggesting
that the predictive potential of these CTCs will require further assessment in forthcoming clinical trials. In patient P3 who did not
respond to treatment, the level of ROS1-rearranged CTCs was
stable, reﬂecting perhaps a partial control by crizotinib although
another oncogenic pathway may have driven PD.
A high level of heterogeneity of ROS1 abnormalities was
observed in CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients at baseline crizotinib treatment. This heterogeneity was much greater than that
observed in an isolated site corresponding tumor biopsies. We
show that CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients have high DNA
content, as well as a high level of aneuploidy and numerical CIN.
Elevated CIN may be one mechanism by which the genetic diversity of CTCs is generated in ROS1-rearranged patients. By generating genetic diversity, CIN may provide cells with an increased
probability of acquiring tumor-promoting alterations and an
increased adaptive potential when challenged by treatment. CIN
has been associated with poor patient prognosis across a range of
cancer types, including NSCLC, and has also been linked with
intrinsic/acquired drug resistance and the probability of disease
recurrence [19–22]. However, measuring CIN remains investigational and none of methods described in the present manuscript
can detect emergence of secondary mutations.
High ROS1 copy number was rarely detected in tumor specimens and the difference in ROS1 copy numbers between tumors
and CTCs observed here cannot be merely explained by the
different nature of samples ( parafﬁn tissue section versus whole
cells). Spatial heterogeneity, as assessed by ROS1 copy number
between tumor and CTCs at baseline, observed in three patients
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(P1, P2, P4), did not impede their subsequent disease response
or control. Temporal heterogeneity of ROS1-rearranged CTCs
during crizotinib treatment, increased in two patients in our
study at the point of PD, while remaining unchanged in cells
harboring only a gain. Increased heterogeneity of ROS1-rearranged CTCs may result in an increased potential of tumor cells
targeted by crizotinib to evolve and adapt in response to treatment. Elevated CIN may thus promote the emergence of drug
resistant CTC subclones with an increased metastatic capacity,
offering a potential mechanism of ROS1–inhibitor–therapy
resistance in ROS1-rearranged NSCLC tumors.
By demonstrating that ROS1 rearrangement can be speciﬁcally detected in CTCs from ROS1-rearranged NSCLC patients,
our study offers new perspective for diagnosing and monitoring ROS1-rearranged NSCLC patients eligible for crizotinib
treatment. CTCs from ROS1-rearranged patients show considerable heterogeneity of ROS1-gene abnormalities and elevated numerical CIN, which may offer a mechanism by which
tumor cells can escape sensitivity to ROS1-inhibitor therapy
in ROS1-rearranged NSCLC tumors. Elevated CIN is an unreported feature of CTCs which provides a new insight into their
biology.
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Background: Testing for EGFR mutations and ALK rearrangement has become standard in managing advanced nonsmall-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, many institutions in Europe, North America and other world regions continue to
face a common challenge of facilitating timely molecular testing with rapid result turnaround time. We assessed the prevalence
of biomarker testing for advanced NSCLC patients and whether testing affected the timeliness of treatment decisions.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective chart review of a random sample of one-quarter of all patients with advanced
NSCLC referred to the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre from 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2013.
Results: Of 300 patients reviewed, 175 seen by medical oncology had nonsquamous NSCLC, 72% of whom had biomarker testing carried out. Patients tested for biomarkers were more likely to be female (47% versus 21%, P = 0.002), Asian (27%
versus 6%, P = 0.005) and never smokers (42% versus 8%, P < 0.0001). Only 21% of patients with biomarker testing had
results available at their initial oncology consultation. This group had a shorter median time from consultation to treatment
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